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Across
5. Which of Donald's nephews are suspended from 

the back of the Disney Wonder causing his 
Uncle problems?

6. The Wonder makes a stop at historic _______, 
which served as the gateway to the Klondike in 
the days of the 1897 Gold Rush.

7. What Canadian city is used as the Disney 
Wonder's home port when it is sailing to Alaska?

9. Another popular excursion among Alaska 
cruisers are ______ watching trips, where you 
are guaranteed to hear "thar she blows!"

Down
1. What is the most number of 'Captains' that can 

be found on the Disney Wonder at one time? 
(trick question; can you name them?)

2. What is the name of the entertainment district 
on the Disney Wonder that features clubs and 
lounges? (_____ 66)

3. Not including Vancouver, how many stops does 
the Disney Wonder make during its one-week 
cruise?

4. What is name given to ships like the Disney 
Wonder that can barely fit through the Panama 
Canal?



Across
12. A popular attraction among visitors to #6 Across 

is the White Pass  & Yukon ________.
13. The city in #29 Across, which is surrounded by 

Tongass National Forest, cannot be reached by 
what route?

15. The grand dining room on the Disney Wonder is 
named after #34 Down's father.

18. During the early part of the Alaska cruise, the 
Wonder travels through _____ ___ Fjord, where 
you are sure to see glaciers and icebergs.

19. The name of the restaurant located on the 
Disney Wonder that changes color during your 
meal is called Animator's ______

22. The Mount Roberts ________ is the most 
popular Juneau attraction, offering spectacular 
views.

24. The teen club on the Disney Wonder is called 
what?

25. The Disney Wonder was christened by what 
Disney character in 1999? (2 names)

26. What color are the lifeboats on the Disney 
Wonder, instead of the usual orange?

27. From the ship, you may be able to see glacier 
surfaces fracturing and eroding into a forest of 
jagged ice-towers called what?

28. Like all of the Disney cruise ships, the Wonder is 
registered in what island country?

29. One of the Disney Wonder's port of call is the 
capital of Alaska?

32. The Disney Wonder was built in what European 
country?

33. Which ship was built first, the Disney Wonder or 
Magic?

35. The __________ Glacier in Juneau, is easily 
accessible by cruise passengers.

36. _______ Park is 1,000 acres of thick timberland, 
gardens, scenic drives, restaurants, and 
Canada's largest aquarium, right in the heart of 
Vancouver.

37. The name of the casual, buffett style restaurant 
on the Disney Wonder is _____ ______.

Down
8. What is the name of the pier that the Disney 

Wonder docks at in between cruises to Alaska? 
(2 words)

10. A very popular, but expensive type of tour that's 
available when visiting #23 Down are _____ 
_____ tours that allow you to enjoy the scenery 
from the air.

11. The song from what Disney classic animated 
feature can be heard from the horn of the 
Disney Wonder?

14. The world's largest collection of standing ____ 
_____ can be found at #23 Down.

16. The image of Mickey in which role appears on 
the front of the Disney Wonder? (2 names)

17. The original name of Vancouver was what?
20. How many 'functional' stacks does the Disney 

Wonder have?
21. What recreational item is missing on the top 

decks of the Disney Wonder that can now be 
found on the other 3 cruise ships?

23. One of the ports of call that the Wonder makes 
is Alaska's "First City, " _________.

27. The port in #23 Down is also known as the 
"______ Capitol of the World."

30. The decor of the Disney Wonder is referred to 
as Art _______.

31. What part of Mickey's body holds up the slide at 
the children's pool?

34. A statue of which character can be found in the 
atrium of the Disney Wonder?


